Evidence for stimulation of adenylyl cyclase by an activated G(s) heterotrimer in cell membranes: an experimental method for controlling the G(s) subunit composition of cell membranes.
Heterotrimeric (alphabetagamma) G(s) mediates agonist-induced stimulation of adenylyl cyclase (AC). Cholera toxin (CTx) will ADP-ribosylate the alpha-subunit of G(s) (G(s)alpha). G(s)alpha-deficient cyc(-) membranes were "stripped" of Gbeta. When the stripped cyc(-) were incubated with G(s)alpha and/or Gbetagamma, each was incorporated into the membranes independently of the other. Both G(s)alpha and Gbetagamma had to be present in the membranes, and they had to be able to form a heterotrimer in order for CTx to ADP-ribosylate G(s)alpha, indicating that the membrane bound G(s) heterotrimer is a substrate for CTx, but the G(s)alpha subunit by itself is not. When G(s)alpha was completely and irreversibly activated with GTPgammaS and incorporated into stripped cyc(-), it was a poor substrate for CTx and a weak stimulator of AC unless Gbetagamma was also incorporated. Furthermore, the level of AC stimulation corresponded to the amount of G(s) heterotrimer that was formed in the membranes from GTPgammaS-activated G(s)alpha and Gbetagamma. These data suggest that AC is stimulated by an activated G(s) heterotrimer in cell membranes.